
CHAPTER I 

Shanland and Its People 

The Shan States, with its 60,4161 square miles, the size of 
England and Wales, form the eastern part of the Union of Burma. It 
lies on a plateau whose average height is about 2000-3000 feet, with 
peaks rising to 6000 and 8000 feet. Some of the valleys, however, 
have an altitude as low as 800 feet. 

The boundaries of these Shan States touch China, Laos and 
'Ihailand in the north, east and south. The State of Kayah which, like 
the amalgamated Shan States, forms a constituent state in the Union 
of Bunna, is part of the boundary in the south. In the east, it runs 
with those districts of Central Burma from Pyinmana to Shwebo. 

Rivers and streams in the Shan States empty themselves into 
three world famous rivers, the Irrawaddy, the Salween and the Mekong, 
and the water divided between these three drainage systems can be 
discerned quite clearly falling within the Shan States on a large
scale physical map of Burma. Of the three big rivers mentioned only 
the Salween passes through the whole length of the country, while 
the Mekong forms the eastern boundary for a distance of some two 
hundred miles. Unlike the Irrawaddy, neither of these two are navig
able for more than a few dozen miles at a stretch because of the swift 
current and rapids in them. The same is true of all the small rivers 
and streams that flow through the Shan States into th_� three ''mother 
rivers", but many of them can be harnessed for hydro�electric power 
and irrigation, should the economy of the country demand it. Some of 
the better known tributary streams are the Namlwe, Namkha, Nampang, 
Namteng, Nampawn, Namtu {Myitnge), and Narntnao (Shweli). The Nampilu 
(Baluchaung) which drains the Yawnghwe valley and the Inle Lake is 
being harnessed at Loikaw to supply electricity for the whole of 
Central and Lower Bunna and parts of the Shan and Kayah-States. The 
Paunglaung flows through the Shan States for a distance before it 
enters the plains at Pyinmana to become the better-known river of 
Sittang. 

The highest peak in the Shan States is the Loileng (8777 feet)
in Mongyai or South Hsenwi. Other high peaks are Loi Pangnau ( 8408) 
in KengtungJ wimaw (8098) and Menetaung (8265) which separate the 
two main branches of the Pawn rivers, namely the Tampak and main 

.1. Shan States proper 57,816 square miles - 1931 census, Wa States 
2600 square miles - FACE, Pt o II,, p. 190. 
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Nainpawn i �self; and Loi sang ( 8129) near Mongkung. Innumerable peaks
towering between 6000 and 8000 feet are found all over. 

Some of the better known hill-station towns in the Shan States 
are 1oimwe (5200 feet), Loilem (4500), Taunggyi (4700), Kalaw (4200),
Namhsan (5300), and Kutkai (over 4000 feet). 

With these peaks and hill stations, it must not be imagined that 
most people in the Shan States live at high altitudes. There. are 
people of various racial tribes who believe they cannot live below the 
height of 5000 feet, but the more populated areas are those river 
valle)rs on the plateau itself. In some of these valleys the winter 
mists seldom rise before ten o'clock in the morning. It is here that 
most of the Shans live to cultivate their rice fields and tend their 
gardens and orange orchards. 

With its 60,416 square miles, the Shan States make up about 
one quarter of the area of all Burma which is 235,492 square miles. But 
for this big area , the population is incomparably small. The follow.
ing population figures are from the 1931 census:"l 

All Burma including the Shan States 14,667,146
The Shan States alone 1,506,337. 

The rate of growth of population is not fast, as can be seen 
from these figures: 

1901 1911 1921 1931 
1,236,357 1,348,740 1,433,542 l,5o6,337 

At this rate of growth the present population should be between 
18 and 19 hundred thousand. 

Like the rest of Southeast Asia, the Shan Statesk.we a monsoon 
c:irnate with the well-known hot, wet and cold seasons, with this differ
ence� the monsoon rain is not unbearably continuous and the height of 
the plateau turns the oppressive hot air of the Irrawaddy-Sittang basin 
into a cooling breeze even in the warmest months, while the winter is 
pleasantly cold with a cloudless sky. 

Thus, all the hill stations and most areas in the Shan States 
have one of the pleasantest climates in the world. From November to 
March it is pleasant to have a log fire in one's house, though most 
indigenous homes make do with charcoal braziers even in December and 
January, in homes of either split bamboo or unseasoned timber, neitper 
of which can be called draught-proof. On the treeless plains of the 
Myelat and Central Shan States and some of the high plateaus, it can 
be bitingly cold at night. These places normally have ground frost for 

l., 'Ihe 1933 (urban) arid 1954 (rural) census of Burma does not yet in
clud� the Shan States. 
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two or three weeks every mnter. This frost turns a thin sheet of 
water in a flat receptacle into ice, and the children love to make this 
ice, .: .: : much as European children do their snowballs. 

With such a climate, it is natural to find both tropical and 
temperate products in the Shan States. 

Of agricultural products, rice, by both wet and dry cultivation 
methods, is the most important. After providing the staple diet of the 
people it leaves a small surplus for local exporto Rice forms song 
themes and inspires poetry among the Shans, as among other rice-growing
and rice-eating people in Asia. 

Pot�toes and opium are the next most important products.
Potatoes grow largely in the Myelat, the highland that borders Central 
Burma districts in the west almost the length of the Shan States. Al
most all the potatoes consumed in Burma com� from this area. 

The word opium conjures up a picture of dreamy, lotus-eating 
peasants. Many Shans may be dreamy, but few are opium addicts. The 
opium is legally grown east of the Salween on mountain slopes or small 
stream valleys well above the height of 3000 feet. Part of the crop 
is bought up by the Government at fixed rates which vary from year to 
year. By far the larger part finds its way through smugglers' cara
vans and inaccessible jungles into the world, or rather under-world,
market of morphia and cocaine. The country is too undeveloped for the 
opium-grower to change from this crop to anything that will fetch him 
as much money from such a small are a of ground, and the Government re
sources are too limited to affect the change by force. 

Next in importance among the agricultural produce are tea,
thanatpet (cigar wrapping leaf), coffee, oranges and cabbages. These 
are produced in sufficient quantity to take their place in all-Burma 
trade. Traders and middlemen deallng in them have become rich, out of 
proportion to the money received by the cultivators or actual produc
ers; but that is enterprise and free trade. 

Garlic, indigo, wheat, other fruits (e.g. strawberries, pears
and pine-apples) and vegetables (especially introduced European 
varieties) ,. cotton and tobacco form products that are important to 
local economy and a small amoun·t of them finds a market. outside the 
Shan States. 

Among forest products, teak is the most important. It is 
found in areas below the altitude of 3000 feet in the basins of 
streams that find their way into the lower reaches of the Salween, 
the Paunglaung, the Nammao or Shweli, the Namtu and the Zawgyi. 
Some hardwood, such as chestnut, ingyin and padauk (ironwood of 
Burma), and soft wood like in and pine are found all over. Lac is 
another important forest produce. Buteau frondosa (or mawkkao in 
Shan, pauk in Burmese) the true flame of the forest and one of the 
chief host trees for stick lac, bombax (mawlmgiu or letpan), the 
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silk cotton tree, bauhinia· (mawksio) and many other less-lmown flower
i�g �rees adorn the countryside up to the height of 5000 feet from 
Jan�a:ry till March or April. These together with such introduced 
varieties as the wild cherry, pink cassia, jackaranda, gul mohur or 
flamboyant, yellow laburnum, and blossoming shrubs and creepers (e.g.
the golden shower or venus's flower, bongainvilleas, poinsettia), give
muct colour to the Shan hills and valleys. 

The chief cottage industries are silk weaving, Shan bag weav
irLg, pottery, lacquer ware, silver ware, Shan hats or khamauk or kup,
fine split bamboo weaving, and Shan dah or sword. 

Net least of the cottage industry products is the wooden figure
carvin1 of Mongnai. These figurines of tribes of Bunna, carved out of 
yemane and six or eight inches high, make extremely practical gifts of 
aesthetic value. There are many carvers but the only master who can 
give proportions and individuality to his figures is Maung Nyun, a home
loving Shan who prefers to produce just enough to keep his family happy
in Mongnai. 

Apart from silk and Shan bag weaving none of the cottage in
dustries is well organised. Properly managed, all could increase their 
output and market value tenfold and help their producers to raise their 
standard of living. 

One hears a great deal about the mineral wealth of the Shan 
States� but apart from the big mine at Bawdwin (silver, lead, zinc and 
copper) and its huge, modern processing plant at Namtu, no really big
scale operation is seen anywhere. A s�aJl but primitive pit mine at 
Bawzaing produces enough to make its owner a weal thy man. Tungsten and 
wolf'rarn ores are worked by open cast method around Tallllggyi and 
Mor1gnawng-Mongshu areas. A small mountain of iron ore near Taunggyi
is reported to contain a very high percentage of good iron, but there 
is no prospect of any large-scale development in the foreseeable future. 
Perhaps more is needed of capital, surveying and prospecting, managerial 
and organisational skill, and practical encouragement of foreign capital 
by Government. 

The Shans are reputed to be good traders. This statement seems 
truer of the past than of the present. Even in the past when they were 
good and great traders it was on a petty scale. Caravans of bullock 
carts, pack bullocks and occasionally mules can still be seen, but their 
importance is on a much reduced scale and they serve mostly areas in
accessible to motor traffic. From the time of the British annexation 
of Upper Burma and the Shan States till the early thirties of this 
century, Shan traders roamed Burma and northern Siam dealing in various 
agri�ultural produce as well as precious or semi-precious stones. The 
more lucky ones sometimes obtained teak leases and became rich. But 

lo Omelia arborea. 
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through governmental regulations and other causes, many such Shans in 
the southeast have since lost their identity and become citizens of 
Siam. 

Even in ordinary trading, modern progress and competition 
demand education, organization, capital and, above all, perseverance,
which the Shans as a whole lacke 

This is not to say that the Shans as traders are dead. Some 
are adjusting themselves to modern needs and methods, and can claim a 
five-figure income, but the majority need to exert themselves more. 

The plague of many of the Shans is gambling. During a pwe or 
festival in the Shan States there is always a gambling den; and there 
are three, four, or more pwes annually in every big township. As 
likely as not, a whole year's earning can literally go doim the drain 
at one of these gambling pweso Some of the big pwes last as long as 
ten or fifteen days and each will yield to authorities gambling con
tract money of ten thousand kyats or more per night. Tv10 or three 
weeks before the gambling nothing much can be done in the locaJjty
because of the preparations for it"o During the pwe no one talks of  
anything else except gambling. After the pwe two or three weeks are 
spent in recovering from physical and mental effects of the gambling. 
Thus, each pwe really consumes about two months of time, energy- &�d 
money of the people. The dispensing of the gambling contract and the 
receipt of its revenue were the exclusive perogatives of the local 
sawbwas or chiefs before the surrender of their powers in April 1959. 
Now those rights are maintained by boards appointed by Government, 
except in Kengtung and Manglon where the present arrangements are 
that their sawbwas will give up their powers at the end of the year
(1960). 

The Shans are al.most all Buddhists and their three or four 
pwes take place in a locality or capital of a State in April (new
year) , at the end of the Buddhist lent in October, in March (Tabaung
pwe or the pwe of Lonsee, i.e. the 4th month), and during the 
pleasant months between October and March in honour of some local 
pagodas. In these pwes the people with their families are out in 
their best clothes and jewellery. Here petty traders with their 
bullock carts or pack bullocks can be seen doing brisk business in 
competition witl1 those coming in lorries and buses from afar. Rows 
of sellers of food and of trinkets make a pretty scene at night with 
their kerosene lamps. Many a wedding has come about as a result of 
meetings and sweet coquettish words during pweso Many Shan folk 
tales have their setting in pwes. Everybody is happy and care-free. 
The whole scene presents a perfect picture of pastoral mirth and 
gaiety, until one sees around the gambling booth the dead-serious 
faces of both grown-ups and children (sometimes under ten years of 
age). 

In a society that has just emerged. from the feudal age and 
i1rants to call itself 1nodern, the effect of such an unproductive 
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activity as gambling on the moral principles and morale of the rulers 
and the ruled is devastating. 

But the Shans are not so bad as a sight of these pwes might
lead one to think"o They have their good side: their past contains 
incidents of vigour and glory, and their near-present has revealed to 
foreign observers many positive quantities which I hope the following
quotations from some British writers of the period just before their 
entry into the region (when writing was not intended for the Shans to 
read of themselves) will show. 

Before quoting these it might just be noted that the Shan 
States is also inhabited by peoples other than the Shans. The follow
ing is a break-down of the various races: 

Total (excluding East Manglun) = 1,486,"688. 

Burma Group 190,"523. 
84,421.
63,895. 

Lolo-Musho Group
Kachin Group
Tai (Shan) Group
Palaung-Wa Group
Karen Group 

= 697,417.
- 171,101. 

178,283.= 

Chinese Group
Indian Races 

64,449.
32,604. 

1,157.European & Anglo-Indians
Others 

= 

-- 1,887. 

These figures are out of a population of l,506,337 excluding
East Manglun (19,649) . It is often forgotten that the number of real 
Shans is slightly less than half of the total.. 

What sort of people are the Shans? 

Temptation is great for the writer to describe them in superla
tive terms, but it will be better to record what other people sa:y. The 
people are not what they see or think of themselves, unless confirmed 
by their own deeds, or by opinions of others. The Japanese and the 
Germans may not openly call then1selves great, but the way they have 
risen from the unconditional defeat and utter ruin of the last war has 
made a mark in the world and has entitled them to greatness. 

The following is an opinion on the Shans: 

The Shans are a thrifty people. Being the inhabitants of a 
mountainous region, the necessities c.f life are not so easily
obtained as in the fertile deltas of the Irrawaddy and Menazn. 
They are good agriculturists, but excel in trading, by which 
they supply themselves with food and merchandise not obtain
able in their own country. The houses of the better class 
exhibit a cleanliness and comfort not found among Burmans of 
the same rank"e They have independence of characters and are 
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given to jealousies and. personal dislikes which have kept 
them divided politically and socially. In 1r1arfare they are 
often cruel and vindictive, not onl:r seeking to put to the 
s1-1ord all n1en of a hostile region, bri.t often slaughterir1g 
tl1e male children which fall into their hands. In time of 
peace, they are cheerful, hospitable and ready to render 
help to one another . An innate restlessness gives rise to 
frequent change of residence in the Shan country itself, so 
that often, a good percentage of the population in a princi
pality is not native born to that principality. This would 
doubtless cease to a considerable degree under the peaceful
rule of a ,;,.rise government which"· secured to the people a 
reasonable taxation and security in the possession and 
enjoyment of prosperity. 1 

This is another: 

The Shans are endowed with many of the natural quali
ties ·which are bound to make for success when alloi-1ed to 
develop under stable government affording protection 
against oppression and robbery, and giving encouragement 
to agriculture, trade, and corrunerce e They have artistic 
instincts, and some of their silver 1-1ork is very fine. As 
there was no coined money in the States eiren 1-1i thin the 
last twelve or thirteen years, Shan travellers used to bring 
down finely v1rought and richly chased silver bowls "t-Jhich 
they exchanged for their weight in rupees in order to make 
purchases in the bazaars. They are a thrifty people, and 
they have keen comruercial instincts". Sprung from a race of 
mountaineers, and. themselves occupying lofty tracts, they
share the natural inheritance of qualities characteristic 
of the races 1"1hich have to struggle with nature for the 
necessi:t·ies of life. The same natural cal1ses which created 
differences of this sort between those living north of the 
Humber and the }Iersey, and those living in the more genial
southern portion of England, - between North Germans and 
South Germans; between t,Jorwegians or Swedes, and Italians or 
Spaniards, - have been in operation to make the Shan of the 
Burmese-Shan plateau an entirely different man from the 
Burmese of the Irra1-1add-:l valley, or the Si. amese of the Menam 
valley. Consequently, they have greater independence of 
character, are better agric11lturists, are keener traders,
and have a much better lcno1rrledge of the value of money than 
either the Burmese or the Si8.mese. But the political and 
social strife and the constant internecine warf'are of the 
last two centuries have made thern prone to intense jealousy
and personal dislikes, and h.ave rendered them apt to be cruel 
and vindictive, defects which may probably soon ·become 
obliterated under peaceful, good government."2 

1 .  Cushing, J .  H., Monograph on the Tai Shanse  Report on the Census 
of Burma, 1891, p .  201. 

2 .  Nisbet, J ., Burma Under British Ru.le - and Before, vol.. I I, pp.
418-419 . 
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And y·et another :  

In person the Shans greatly resemble both the Siamese and 
Burmese, but, as a rule, they are fairer. They are muscular 
and well formed, and average at least an inch higher. 1'he 
eyes are moderately linear, the nose is small rather than 
flat, and here and there has enough bridge to be almost 
aquiline". The mouth is large, and is made to seem more 
large by betel-chewing, which discolours the teeth and gums, 
and rivets attention. The hair is long, straight, and lank,
and rarely any other colour than black . The Cis-Salween 
Shans tattoo to mid-calf, and also higher up the trunk than 
the Burman. Some 9f the chief's bodyguard in former days were 
tattooed from the neck to the ankle, and a few had even the 
face and the back of the hands tattooed in blue. In addi
tion to the regulation "breeches, "  charms, usually in red, 
appear on the chest, back, and arms, as they do in the case 
of the Burmese. The Shan tattooers are said to be the best, 
but the custom seems to have begun vli th the Burmese. The 
Siamese do not tattoo,  and the Lao are specially divided 
into the Lao Pung-kao, or White-paunch Lao, who live in 
the east , along the Mekhong River; and the Lao Pung-dam, 
or Black-paunch Lao, who live in the west. The black and 
white sobriquets apply accordingly as the man is tattooed 
or not. The tattooed Lao extend to Muang Nan. 

The Shan dress is a pair of trousers and a jacket. The 
coat is of Chinese pattern. The cut of the trousers varies 
considerably. Sometimes they are much the same as the 
Chinese, with well-defined legs, but in the north, and among 
the better-to-do classes generally, the seat is often down 
about the ankles, and the garment generally is so voluminous 
as to look more like a skirt than a pair of trousers. The tur
ban is usually white in the north; of various colours in the· 
south. The Shan-Chinese wear indigo-dyed, sombre head
dresses. The broad-rimmed, limp, woven grass hat is the 
great characteristic of the Tai of British territory. These 
flapping straws are made in China, and are not worn by the 
Shan-Chinese, or by the Siamese Shans. During the rains and 
the hot weather they wear a huge conical covering, like a 
candle extingu"isher crushed down."l 

These are foreign opinions on the Shans of the Shan States of 
Burma, and they have been reproduced without comment". The three writers 
have been regarded as qualified to express sane opinions on the subject. 

A fourth opinion may be harmlessl� added; and it concerns the 
Shans of Mengwu, French Laos at the time,"2 and those of Monglem, now :in 
South Yunnan. 

1. Scott, J. G., Burma Handbook, pp . 114-115. 

2. 1898-998. 
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Personnaly, io e o in their face and figure, the Shans 
resemble the Japanese, and the women are, to say the best, 
just as unconventional and fascinating"o But there the 

·resembl:,ance ends �"· The men are lazy good for nothing 
fellows, who never, unless absolutely obliged, do any
work. The women toil during the summer in the rice 
fields , and when at home are industriously employed in 
weaving cloth. Their cost"Wne is very pretty, consist
ing of a turban embroidered with gold thread, a short 
tight-sleeved jacket, a long white petti" coat, and a 
coloured shirt. Their skirts are so much more becoming
than the ugly misshapen trousers of the Chinese women, 
and it is this difference in costume which strikes the 
eye of the traveller coming from China • • o •  

The principal town of Meng Lien is situated on the 
side of a sloping hill at the northern end of a large 
cultivated plain, 3600 feet above the level of the sea. 
The moutains around are covered with thick forest, and 
the plain is watered by the Nam Lien, a cool, limpid, 
and sluggish river, which runs at the foot of the in
cline on which the town is built". It was certainly the 
prettiest place that we had visited during our trip . In 
the plain, nestling among the woods, are many other 
villages , and the total population must be nearly
20, 000 • • • •  

Amongst the other races of this part of Yunnan the 
immorality of the Shans is proverbial; but it is not at 
first apparent to the passing stranger, who is often at 
a loss to know how such a bad reputation has been estab
lished. The fact that both sexes mix freely together, 
and are on terms of social equality, however contrary to 
Chinese ideas, does not offend the foreigner ' s  sense of 
proprietyo Further acquaintance, however, will show him 
that the Shan girls, outwardly so pleasing, modest and 
industrious, are utterly wanting in virtue; whilst the 
men are dissolute, even the students in the temples
throwing off their priestly dress and demeanour at 
nightfall. The unmarried women are allowed the most ab
s olute freedom, and have many lovers ;  but once married, 
they become as a rule, good and faithful wives·, and 
take a prominent part in the management of the house
hold ."1 

This opinion is certainly unflattering ; but every- race has 
its weaknesses". If it is considered that this opinion does not con
cern the Shans in the Shan States, the following comment will not be 
out of place. 

If a disaster occurs somewhere in the world, some Shans are 
apt to say that it is not in Burma and therefore it matters not. 

1. Carey, F.  w., Journebs in the Chinese Shan States ,  Geographi
cal Journal, May l90 • 
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Should the disaster take place in Burma, the same people say it is not 
in the Shan States. If it happens in the Shan States, they say it is 
outside their State. If it does in their State, they will say it is  
not in their town or village. If it comes to their town or village,
they say: "That is not our house. n If the disaster befalls their own 
house e • • ·  

Such a way o f  thinking o f  course had been responsible for the 
Wo rld War II, beginning with the Marco Polo Bridge incident in 1932 .  
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	The word opium conjures up a picture of dreamy, lotus-eating peasants. Many Shans may be dreamy, but few are opium addicts. The opium is legally grown east of the Salween on mountain slopes or small stream valleys well above the height of 3000 feet. Part of the crop is bought up by the Government at fixed rates which vary from year to year. By far the larger part finds its way through smugglers' caravans and inaccessible jungles into the world, or rather under-world,market of morphia and cocaine. The count
	Next in importance among the agricultural produce are tea,thanatpet (cigar wrapping leaf), coffee, oranges and cabbages. These are produced in sufficient quantity to take their place in all-Burma trade. Traders and middlemen in them have become rich, out of proportion to the money received by the cultivators or actual producers; but that is enterprise and free trade. 
	deallng 

	Garlic, indigo, wheat, other fruits (e.g. strawberries, pearsand pine-apples) and vegetables (especially introduced European varieties),cotton and tobacco form products that are important to local economy and a small amoun·t of them finds a marketoutside the Shan States. 
	.
	. 

	Among forest products, teak is the most important. It is found in areas below the altitude of 3000 feet in the basins of streams that find their way into the lower reaches of the Salween, the Paunglaung, the Nammao or Shweli, the Namtu and the Zawgyi. Some hardwood, such as chestnut, ingyin and padauk (ironwood of Burma), and soft wood like in and pine are found all over. Lac is another important forest produce. Buteau frondosa (or mawkkao in Shan, pauk in Burmese) the true flame of the forest and the chief
	one of

	silk cotton tree, bauhinia(mawksio) and many other less-lmown flower
	·

	iŁg Łrees adorn the countryside up to the height of 5000 feet from 
	JanŁa:ry till March or April. These together with such introduced 
	varieties as the wild cherry, pink cassia, jackaranda, gul mohur or 
	flamboyant, yellow laburnum, and blossoming shrubs and creepers (e.g.
	the golden shower or venus's flower, bongainvilleas, poinsettia), give
	muct colour to the Shan hills and valleys. 
	The chief cottage industries are silk weaving, Shan bag weavirLg, pottery, lacquer ware, silver ware, Shan hats or khamauk or kup,fine split bamboo weaving, and Shan dah or sword. 
	Net least of the cottage industry products is the wooden figurecarvinof Mongnai. These figurines of tribes of Bunna, carved out of yemane and six or eight inches high, make extremely practical gifts of aesthetic value. There are many carvers but the only master who can give proportions and individuality to his figures is Maung Nyun, a homeloving Shan who prefers to produce just enough to keep his family happyin Mongnai. 
	1 

	Apart from silk and Shan bag weaving none of the cottage industries is well organised. Properly managed, all could increase their output and market value tenfold and help their producers to raise their standard of living. 
	One hears a great deal about the mineral wealth of the Shan States� but apart from the big mine at Bawdwin (silver, lead, zinc and copper) and its huge, modern processing plant at Namtu, no really bigscale operation is seen anywhere. A but primitive pit mine at Bawzaing produces enough to make its owner a weal thy man. Tungsten and wolf'rarn ores are worked by open cast method around Tallllggyi and Mor1gnawng-Mongshu areas. A small mountain of iron ore near Taunggyi
	sŁaJl

	is reported to contain a very high percentage of good iron, but there 
	is no prospect of any large-scale development in the foreseeable future. Perhaps more is needed of capital, surveying and prospecting, managerial and organisational skill, and practical encouragement of foreign capital by Government. 
	The Shans are reputed to be good traders. This statement seems truer of the past than of the present. Even in the past when they were good and great traders it was on a petty scale. Caravans of bullock carts, pack bullocks and occasionally mules can still be seen, but their importance is on a much reduced scale and they serve mostly areas inaccessible to motor traffic. From the time of the British annexation of Upper Burma and the Shan States till the early thirties of this century, Shan traders roamed Bur
	lo Omelia arborea. 
	through governmental regulations and other causes, many such Shans in the southeast have since lost their identity and become citizens of Siam. 
	Even in ordinary trading, modern progress and competition demand education, organization, capital and, above all, perseverance,which the Shans as a whole lacke 
	This is not to say that the Shans as traders are dead. Some are adjusting themselves to modern needs and methods, and can claim a five-figure income, but the majority need to exert themselves more. 
	The plague of many of the Shans is gambling. During a pwe or festival in the Shan States there is always a gambling den; and there are three, four, or more pwes annually in every big township. As likely as not, a whole year's earning can literally go doim the drain at one of these gambling pweso Some of the big pwes last as long as ten or fifteen days and each will yield to authorities gambling conTv10 or three weeks before the gambling nothing much can be done in the because of the preparations for it"o D
	tract money of ten thousand kyats or more per night. 
	locaJjty

	(1960). 
	The Shans are al.most all Buddhists and their three or four pwes take place in a locality or capital of a State in April (newyear), at the end of the Buddhist lent in October, in March (Tabaungpwe or the pwe of Lonsee, i.e. the 4th month), and during the pleasant months between October and March in honour of some local pagodas. In these pwes the people with their families are out in their best clothes and jewellery. Here petty traders with their bullock carts or pack bullocks can be seen doing brisk busines
	In a society that has just emerged. from the feudal age and irants to call itself 1nodern, the effect of such an unproductive 
	In a society that has just emerged. from the feudal age and irants to call itself 1nodern, the effect of such an unproductive 
	1

	lO 

	activity as gambling on the moral principles and morale of the rulers and the ruled is devastating. 
	But the Shans are not so bad as a sight of these pwes mightlead one to think"o They have their good side: their past contains incidents of vigour and glory, and their near-present has revealed to foreign observers many positive quantities which I hope the followingquotations from some British writers of the period just before their entry into the region (when writing was not intended for the Shans to read of themselves) will show. 
	Before quoting these it might just be noted that the Shan States is also inhabited by peoples other than the Shans. The following is a break-down of the various races: 
	Total (excluding East Manglun) = 1,486,"688. 
	Burma Group 
	190,"523. 
	84,421.
	63,895. 
	Lolo-Musho GroupKachin Group
	Tai (Shan) GroupPalaung-Wa GroupKaren Group 
	= 
	697,417.
	171,101. 
	-

	178,283.
	= 
	Chinese GroupIndian Races 
	64,449.
	32,604. 
	1,157.
	European & Anglo-IndiansOthers 
	= 
	--
	--

	1,887. 
	These figures are out of a population of l,506,337 excludingEast Manglun (19,649). It is often forgotten that the number of real Shans is slightly less than half of the total.. 
	What sort of people are the Shans? 
	Temptation is great for the writer to describe them in superlative terms, but it will be better to record what other people sa:y. The people are not what they see or think of themselves, unless confirmed by their own deeds, or by opinions of others. The Japanese and the Germans may not openly call then1selves great, but the way they have risen from the unconditional defeat and utter ruin of the last war has made a mark in the world and has entitled them to greatness. 
	The following is an opinion on the Shans: 
	The Shans are a thrifty people. Being the inhabitants of a mountainous region, the necessities c.f life are not so easilyobtained as in the fertile deltas of the Irrawaddy and Menazn. They are good agriculturists, but excel in trading, by which they supply themselves with food and merchandise not obtainable in their own country. The houses of the better class exhibit a cleanliness and comfort not found among Burmans of the same rank"e They have independence of characters and are 
	The Shans are a thrifty people. Being the inhabitants of a mountainous region, the necessities c.f life are not so easilyobtained as in the fertile deltas of the Irrawaddy and Menazn. They are good agriculturists, but excel in trading, by which they supply themselves with food and merchandise not obtainable in their own country. The houses of the better class exhibit a cleanliness and comfort not found among Burmans of the same rank"e They have independence of characters and are 
	given to jealousies and. personal dislikes which have kept them divided politically and socially. In 1r1arfare they are often cruel and vindictive, not onl:r seeking to put to the s1-1ord all n1en of a hostile region, bri.t often slaughterir1g tl1e male children which fall into their hands. In time of 

	peace, they are cheerful, hospitable and ready to render 
	help to one another. An innate restlessness gives rise to 
	frequent change of residence in the Shan country itself, so 
	that often, a good percentage of the population in a princi
	pality is not native born to that principality. This would 
	doubtless cease to a considerable degree under the peaceful
	rule of a ,;,.rise government which"secured to the people a 
	· 

	reasonable taxation and security in the possession and 
	enjoyment of prosperity. 
	1 

	This is another: 
	The Shans are endowed with many of the natural qualities ·which are bound to make for success when alloi-1ed to develop under stable government affording protection 
	against oppression and robbery, and giving encouragement 
	e They have artistic 
	to agriculture, trade, and corrunerce 

	instincts, and some of their silver 1-1ork is very fine. As 
	there was no coined money in the States eiren 1-1i thin the 
	last twelve or thirteen years,Shan travellers used to bring 
	down finely v1rought and richly chased silver bowls "t-Jhich 
	they exchanged for their weight in rupees in order to make 
	purchases in the bazaars. They are a thrifty people, and 
	they have keen comruercial instincts". Sprung from a race of 
	mountaineers, and. themselves occupying lofty tracts, they
	share the natural inheritance of qualities characteristic 
	of the races 1"1hich have to struggle with nature for the 
	necessi:ties of life. The same natural cal1ses which created 
	·

	differences of this sort between those living north of the 
	Humber and the }Iersey, and those living in the more genial
	southern portion of England, -between North Germans and 
	South Germans; between t,Jorwegians or Swedes, and Italians or 
	Spaniards, -have been in operation to make the Shan of the 
	Burmese-Shan plateau an entirely different man from the 
	Burmese of the Irra1-1add-:l valley, or the Si. amese of the Menam 
	valley. Consequently, they have greater independence of 
	character, are better agric11lturists, are keener traders,
	and have a much better lcno1rrledge of the value of money than 
	either the Burmese or the Si8.mese. But the political and 
	social strife and the constant internecine warf'are of the 
	last two centuries have made thern prone to intense jealousy
	and personal dislikes, and h.ave rendered them apt to be cruel 
	and vindictive, defects which may probably soon become 
	·

	obliterated under peaceful, good government."
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	1. 
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	Cushing, J. H., Monograph on the Tai Shanse Report on the Census of Burma, 1891, p. 201. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Nisbet, J., Burma Under British Ru.le -and Before, vol.. II, pp.


	418-419. 
	And y·et another: 
	In person the Shans greatly resemble both the Siamese and Burmese, but, as a rule, they are fairer. They are muscular and well formed, and average at least an inch higher. 1'he eyes are moderately linear, the nose is small rather than flat, and here and there has enough bridge to be almost aquiline". The mouth is large, and is made to seem more 
	large by betel-chewing, which discolours the teeth and gums, and rivets attention. The hair is long, straight, and lank,and rarely any other colour than black. The Cis-Salween 
	Shans tattoo to mid-calf, and also higher up the trunk than the Burman. Some 9f the chief's bodyguard in former days were tattooed from the neck to the ankle, and a few had even the face and the back of the hands tattooed in blue. In addition to the regulation "breeches," charms, usually in red, appear on the chest, back, and arms, as they do in the case of the Burmese. The Shan tattooers are said to be the best, but the custom seems to have begun vli th the Burmese. The Siamese do not tattoo, and the Lao 
	into the Lao Pung-kao, or White-paunch Lao, who live in the east, along the Mekhong River; and the Lao Pung-dam, 
	or Black-paunch Lao, who live in the west. The black and white sobriquets apply accordingly as the man is tattooed or not. The tattooed Lao extend to Muang Nan. 
	The Shan dress is a pair of trousers and a jacket. The coat is of Chinese pattern. The cut of the trousers varies considerably. Sometimes they are much the same as the Chinese, with well-defined legs, but in the north, and among the better-to-do classes generally, the seat is often down about the ankles, and the garment generally is so voluminous as to look more like a skirt than a pair of trousers. The turban is usually white in the north; of various colours in the· south. The Shan-Chinese wear indigo-dye
	l 

	These are foreign opinions on the Shans of the Shan States of Burma, and they have been reproduced without comment". The three writers have been regarded as qualified to express sane opinions on the subject. 
	A fourth opinion may be harmlesslŁ added; and it concerns the Shans of Mengwu, French Laos at the time,"and those of Monglem, now :in South Yunnan. 
	2 

	1. Scott, J. G., Burma Handbook, pp. 114-115. 
	2. 1898-998. 
	o eo in their face and figure, the Shans resemble the Japanese, and the women are, to say the best, o But there the 
	Personnaly, i
	just as unconventional and fascinating"

	·
	resembl:,ance ends�"· The men are lazy good for nothing fellows, who never, unless absolutely obliged, do anywork. The women toil during the summer in the rice fields, and when at home are industriously employed in weaving cloth. Their cost"Wne is very pretty, consisting of a turban embroidered with gold thread, a short tight-sleeved jacket, a long white petti"coat, and a coloured shirt. Their skirts are so much more becomingthan the ugly misshapen trousers of the Chinese women, and it is this difference i
	The principal town of Meng Lien is situated on the side of a sloping hill at the northern end of a large cultivated plain, 3600 feet above the level of the sea. The moutains around are covered with thick forest, and the plain is watered by the Nam Lien, a cool, limpid, and sluggish river, which runs at the foot of the incline on which the town is built". It was certainly the prettiest place that we had visited during our trip. In the plain, nestling among the woods, are many other villages, and the total p
	20000 •••• 
	,

	Amongst the other races of this part of Yunnan the immorality of the Shans is proverbial; but it is not at first apparent to the passing stranger, who is often at a loss to know how such a bad reputation has been established. The fact that both sexes mix freely together, and are on terms of social equality, however contrary to Chinese ideas, does not offend the foreigner's sense of o Further acquaintance, however, will show him that the Shan girls, outwardly so pleasing, modest and industrious, are utterly
	propriety
	·

	take a prominent part in the management of the household."
	1 

	This opinion is certainly unflattering; but every-race has its weaknesses". If it is considered that this opinion does not concern the Shans in the Shan States, the following comment will not be out of place. 
	If a disaster occurs somewhere in the world, some Shans are apt to say that it is not in Burma and therefore it matters not. 
	1. Carey, F. w., Journes in the Chinese Shan States, Geographical Journal, May l90 • 
	b

	Should the disaster take place in Burma, the same people say it is not in the Shan States. If it happens in the Shan States, they say it is outside their State. If it does in their State, they will say it is not in ttown or village. If it comes to their town or village,they say: "That is not our house.n If the disaster befalls their own house e••· 
	heir 

	Such a way of thinking of course had been responsible for the World War II, beginning with the Marco Polo Bridge incident in 1932. 
	CHAPTER II 
	Some Earlier Shana 
	And now any reader interested only in modern times must forgive me a long excursion into the dim past". 
	The theory of Shan migration is well known, but no one has been able to put his finger on the exact manner how this happened. The earlier and better known theory places the movement as from north to south and the "cradle of the Tai race"variously from western Central Asia to the Łater sheds of the Yangtse". The Shans were the nelder brothers" of the Chinese who later either absorbed them or drove them southward, according to this theory. 
	1t 

	A later theory places the original home of the Tais in the west -northern India or Tibet, and says the Tai peoples migratedeast via the Brahmaputra river, the Hukawng valleys, north Burma and thence vi.a the Shweli and the Taping into the Chinese provinces of Ywman, Szechuan, Kwai.chow and Kwangsi. The Tai-Chinese affiliation is repudiated by this theory which groups the Tais with the Kadais and the Indonesians,"and says that it was the subsequent migration of the Mon-Khmer peoples (sent out of India by t
	l 

	But we are concerned here not with the Tai migration but with the historical Tais, especially the Shans". 
	· 
	'!he Shans form only one section of the"Tai race which is at present divided over an area stretching from Assam in India (wherethe Ahoms are), through northern and eastern Burma (where are our own Shan States), into China of the Chinese Shan states, and then southwards into Laos till the Kingdom of Siam where Siamese or Thais are found till Malaya is reached". Together all these Tai peoples number about 27 -JO million -enough to establish an average-sized nation of southeast Asia, and though this work cann
	-
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	1. 
	1. 
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	Seidenfaden, E., The Thai Peoples, pp. 1-8. N. B. The theorythat the Mon-Khmer peoples immigrated into Southeast Asia from India is quite untenable. (D.G.E.H.) 

	2. 
	2. 
	Ibid., p. 11. 


	to five different countries, at least some aspects of their early 
	movements can be touched upon. 
	When I reached London I spent some time, perhaps too long, in trying to look up what was known to western writers about the old Shan kingdoms. Here :)ne reads about the usual southward migration of the Tai race, the Pong Kingdom which has puzzled many people as to its true identity, the Mao Kingdom, Kawsampi, Koshanpyi and various other kingdoms found in Burmese, Shan and Siamese Chronicles. 
	These chronicles are dear to the Shan heart and they cannot be dismissed lightly by an average Shan. Although I am not qualified to lay-down theories about these, I feel that a brief discussion of the subject is called for. If some of the points raised hereinafter are are well lmovm to many readers, I may be forgiven for repeating them 
	as they are unknown to many Shans to whom any work on any aspect of the 
	Shan State is interesting. 
	Some scholars are of the opinion that the chronicles can be used to a certain extent and that at the height of Nanchao 's power in Yunnan, in about the 8th century, valley kingdoms of various Tai tribes were already in existence all over Southeast Asia. In other words, these scholars do not believe the theory that the southward exodus of the Shans began only with the conquest of Yunnan and Burma by Kublai Khan. Long before Kublai Khan'"s exploits the Tais had already settled in their valley kingdoms. 'lhe e
	The date of the end of the Pagan Dynasty founded by Anawrahta is generally placed at 1287, the year its last king Narathihapate, the Tarokpyemin, was murdered by one of his sons, and this was 10 yearsafter the Burmese retreat from Ngasaunggyan; Mangrai of Chiengsen, 
	Pra Ruang of Sukhotai and Ngammuang of Phayao swore eternal friendship also in 1287;"Samlongpha's conquering hordes were active long before 1250. The defeat of the Khmers by the Thais in the Upper Menam valley around the middle of the 13th century also shows that the Tais were active before Nanchao was overrun by the Mongols. 
	1 

	To come back to the assumption that the Tais were in parts of Bunna &Łd Northern Siam long before the Mongol armies overran Nanchao,Professor Coedes tells us that the Tais appeared in the history of Further India in the 11th century when Cham inscriptions mentioned 
	..
	"Syam" slaves or •prisoners of war, by the side of the Chinese, dressed differently from the Khmers and called "Syam" in two short inscriptions, also figured in the bas reliefs of the Angkor Wat in the t�elfth of Angkor were referred to as 
	Annamites, Cambodians and Burmese. A group of warriors"
	., 
	century. Although these "Syams
	11 

	lo Jinakalamalini, p. 1638. 
	"savages,"" they had a closely knit social organization, due to their 
	living for centuries in close contact with Chinese civilization. As 
	they were good assimilatore they were not slow in absorbing the 
	civilization of their neighbours and masters. 
	1 

	o And so it was that the Tais, having lived as subject people for some three hundred years in parts of Northern Burma and Northern and Central Siam, themselves became the masters when the Pagan Dynasty came to an end and when the Khmers became weak. 
	In histories, the despised savages often became the masters"

	Although this seems to prove the contention that the Tai ascendency was the result of the Mongol invasion of Yunnan (Nanchao) and Pagan, it can still be said that such a rise would not have been possible if the Tais had not already been there for some centuries. 
	·

	It seems,therefore, that when the 13th Century opened the Tai "beach-heads•• had already been firmly established among the Burmese and Mon-Khmer peoples, and it was from these "beach-heads" that the various Tai tribes began to assert themselves over their neighbours resulting in what Professor CoedŁs calls "a large effervescence" from the direction of the southern frontier of Yunnano During this period the Pagan Dynasty of Burma was on its last legs, while in the lower Menam valley the Khiner administrative
	the North, in China proper"o Another factor which"·contributed in no small degree to the rise of the Tais was the earlier rise of the Pagan Dynasty. It was the founder of the Dynasty, King Anawrahta, and his immediate successors who weakened the Mon-Khmer pcwers in the Lower Burma and the Lower Menam Valley. Prince Damrong advanced the theory that when the chronicles stated that Anawrahta conqueredThaton, Nakorn Pathom, a few miles southwest of Bangkok, was actuallymeant. When Pagan fell, the Tais were read
	The situation in Southeast Asia at the close of the thirteenth century showed the following dispositions of Tai powers:In Central Burma, the three Shan Brothers began their reign in Ava (1287); in Lower Burma, the Shan Wareru (a title given to him by his old Lord and father-in-law, Ramakhamheng, the Thai King of Sukhotai)made himself master of Martaban and eventually became the King of Pegu; in Northern Siam, Mangrai's expansion of his dominion from Chiengsen-Chiengrai area culminated in the sack of the Mo
	2 
	2
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	lo Coedes, G., Les Etats Hindouises dIndochine et dIndonesie,pp., 317-3210 
	1 
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	2. Thai"= Chaofa Ruao Wood, W. Ao RŁ, A History of Siam, pŁ 55. 
	them duriŁg the second quarter of the century, and nothing of note was 
	recorded except for the move of the capital to the present Mongmau dur
	·

	in.g the reign of S01,ral(!)ha who died in 131.5; in Hsenwi nothing of note 
	was recorded throughout the century; in Kengtung scions of Ma.ngrai were 
	:·-aling . 
	1 

	1 beach-head States" were established can be seen from the way the Shans from I'1ongnai, Mawkmai and Mongpa.n settled in M2haimgsawn, Mongmau", Mesakun, Mongton, Monghang, etc. in the middle of the last century. If a more warlike example of such trusts is needed, we may cite the Shan Rising in the rainy season of 1902 3 in 
	How these 
	1
	.
	2 

	Lao Provinces of North Siam. Either through discontent with local 
	Siamese officials (British and Shan version) or through a desire for 
	loot (Siamese version), or, what was more likely, both, the Shans who 
	had settled in the Lampang-Pre-Phayao area suddenly rose against the 
	local Siamese authorities. It was said that they only went after the Bangkok Thais, as distinct from the Laos, and that about 20 heads were collected. Most of the rebels were Shan petty traders and precious
	stone miners, and it all started at Phayao and spread southward rapidly. 
	At that time the Lao Provinces were also dissatisfied with the Central 
	Government at Bangkok. The rebels numbered several hundred and soon captured Pre and made its chaoluang (sawbwa) agree to support their cause while the Siamese Governor there was summarily executed". The Chaoluang of Lampang refused to give in and ordered his police to fightit out and a reward 0£ Tics 500 was offered for each Shan or Ngio head brought in. Fighting was widespread but the rising soon petered out partly because the British vice counsul at Nan, Mr. T. H. Lyle, came to Pre and ordered the Shans 
	and partly because a force of modern troops was sent up from in time. The rebels no doubt took advantage of the fact that British subjects in Siam could not be touched by Siamese laws without lmowledge of the British consulate representatives. When the rising had been put down,2 British subjects, a Bunnan, an employee of the Bombay Burma Trading Company, and a Shan called Pu Phiu were given a summary trial and shot by the Siamese. The British protested violently and this resulted in a Siamese officer, Phya 
	Bangkok 

	• Jal.1"
	·

	ti " 
	in 
	• 

	When the Sawbwa of Kengtung, Saomom Kawn Kiao Intaleng, was passing through Bangkok in 1903 on his way from the Delhi Durbar to his own State, he had an audience with King Chulalongkorn, and after this audience he called on the Minister of Interior, Prince Damrong •On both occasions he was accompanied by Mr. W. A. R. Wood, the British Consul. The Sawbwa expressed the hope to the prince that the recent 
	. 

	1. Wood and Yonek History suggest that Kengtung, then known as Khemarat, was part of Lannathai. 
	2o See Chapter IX. 
	o
	3 Le May, R., An Asian Arcady, p. 57 . 
	rising would not cause the Siamese Government to bar the Shans from trading and settling in the country, and that the Shans would not give trouble again. The prince replied that all would be well if only Mr. Wood would not register them as British subjects."
	I 

	If there had been no British vice consul at Nan, and if it had succeeded, the Shan rising in North Siam in 1902 would probably have repeated what the ancestors of the Laos had done a thousand e For, as Professor Hall says, what happened in those dim days ttwas n<:>t a mass displacement of population in the areas affected but the seizure of power by a Tai governing class." In our own times, in the past decade in fact, there has been an influx of Chinese Shans from China into north and northeastern Burma; as 
	years earlier 
	1 
	2 

	So much for Tai migrations. 
	A reference has already been made to the Nanchao kingdom of Yunnan. '!his has,up to very recently, been regarded as a great Shan kingdom, the greatest that the Tai race had set up in southeast Asia. Now a theory is being advanced that the rulers of Nanchao 
	were in fact not Shans but Lolos, a people of the same nbeto-Burman stock as the Burmese are believed tohave stemmed from. This is a theory which I see reasons ·to favour, but as the reputation of Nanchao as ·a great and powerful Shan kingdom is still so widespreadI offer some information about it to those of my country-men who are bound to be interested in its civilisation and its standing vis-a-vis China. 
	.

	The first person to circulate the story of the Nanchao King
	.
	dom seems to have been E. H. Parker, who came in 1891 from the British Consulate at Kiungchow to act as Adviser on Chinese Affairs to the Government of Burma. Parker stated that this history of Nanchao was extracted from the Annals of the Chinese Dynasty of T'angŁ To him, the words Ailao and Shan were synonymous. 
	A hundred years before the Christian era, �peror Wu Ti of the Han Dynasty sent an expedition against the Ailao country in the present-day";Junnan .. This country was called Tien with its capital Peh-ngai.. The king of Tien became an ally of the Chinese and together they suppressed the Kunming tribes. 
	About 50 A.D., Hienlih, Kingof the Ailaos, had a clash with the Chinese but was worsted and made to pay tributeo After this, numerous 
	.
	other .Ailao tribes submitted, and all the Ai.la.cs 

	.. Main trend of the story told to the writer by Mr. Wood and Prince.a Phoon, Prince Damrong"s daughter. 
	1
	· 
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	2. Hall, D. G. E., J. History of Southeast Asia, p. 146 . 
	numbering over half a million, were placed under the prefecture of Yungchang. 
	The Ailoas used to pierce their noses and distend their ears the higher the rank the greater the distension, in some cases the ear touching the shoulder. 
	-

	Later governors of Yungchang were less successful in treating with the Ailaos and frontier clashes with the Chinese occurred from time to time. During this period the Pyus of Burma came under the influence of the Ailaos. 
	In 220 AoD. China was split into three empires and the Ailaos seem to have dropped out of the picture for some centuries. By 650 A.DŁ the kingdom had come to be known as Nanchao, meaning •Southern 
	Łrince"' if we take Nan in Chinese meaning 'south"' and Chao in Tai meaning 'prince."' As early as 70 A.D. in fact, six Chaos were listed,of whom the most powerful was the Chao of Mengshe in the south from whom all the Nanchao kings descended. '!his Nanchao Kingdom was veryextensive, touching Magadha in the West, Tibet in the North-west, China in the North, "Female Prince State •t ( a term then applied to Cambodia whose queen married an Indian adventurer) in the South, Annam in the South-east and the Pyu Ki
	·
	been two capitals -one not far from modern Talifu and the other near Yungchang. 
	The Nan-chao Empire seems to have been highly organized. 
	There were ministers of State, censors or examiners, generals, record officers, chamberlains, judges, treasurers, aediles,ministers of commerce, &c., and the native word for each department is given as shwang. It is for Shan scholars to exercise their wits upon this word. Minor officers managed the granaries, stables, taxes, &c., and the military organisation was by tens, centurions, chiliarchs, deca-chiliarchs, and so on. Military service was compulsory for all able-bodied men, who drew lots for each lev
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	\-la. The women of this tribe fought too, and the helmets of thestudded with cowries. 'Th.ere were six metropolitan departments and six provincial Viceroys in 
	wang-t.sa were 






